(71) Singh and Cowling (1960) discussed the two dimensional convection due to hot or cold vertical plates in a electrically conducting liquid, in the presencs of unifrom horizontal magnetic field peijiendicular to the plates and similarity solutions was derived and compared with the results given by Pohlhausen like approximation.
Geshumi and Zhukovitski (1958) discussed one dimensional shear flow between infinite parallel walls maintained at different temperature. They gave a solution which may be regarded as the convective analogue of Hartman flow maintained by pressure gradiant. Foots (1961) generalized their solution to take account of possible heat sources in the liquid, including those due to Joule and viscous dissipation, he also effectively introduced a vertical driving force due to a pres.sure gradiant. Gupta (1960) gave an approximate similarity solution for boundary layer convection up a hot vertical plate based on a Pohlhausen type approximation.
The study of convective motions driven by temperature gradient are important in cooling nuclear reactors and preparation of semi conductor materials from the melt and also in a variety of geophysical and engineering applications. In porous media, examples include the use of fibrous materials in the insulation of buildings, underground energy transport and storage system and heating of ground water by vertical intrusive.
In this chapter, the idealized problem of the flow induced by a uniformly heated vertical wall in fluid saturated porous mediimi with isotropic properfies is considered. Apart from the physial consideration of the problem, an attemt has been made to investigate the solution numerically. The mathmatical problems have been reduced to a non-liner third order boundary value problem. The'governing non-liner differential equations are transformed into a set of coupled ordinary differential equafions. Emphasis has been given to the numerical soluiions of the problem.The temperature and velocity function are computed by shooting method where, K is the permeability, a is the co-efficient of thermal expansion, g is the graviational accleration.
We introduce polar co-ordinates , F , 0 , defined as X -r cos 0 z = r Sin G since. -is large compared with -, V''' is to be replaced bv -y in the equation 5x C7 ' dx (4.2.1) and (4.2.8) and on substituation, the function f and g, satisfy the ordinary differential equations
with the boundary conditions given by 
The boundary condintions at 9 = -must be determined by matching with the solution (4.2.19) as \ -> oc . Substitution of (4.2.19) in to the equation ( and e" + -f e' + -f e' --2 f
with boundary conditions,
where, P and y are arbitrary constants of integretion and a^ = 1.615656, the value of f at infinity. Integrating (4.2.20b) and applying boundary conditions (4.2.20c), we obtain a single third order non-linear ordinary differential eqation in f| as f"; + y f"f",.+ yf'"(f',-P) = 0 (4.2.22)
Again, integrating (4.2.2 lb) and applying the boundaiy conditions (4.2.2 lc),we obtain the following single third order non-linear ordinay differential equation in f as 
}
The other combination of boundary conditions other than (4.3.2) may be tackled similarly. Here y" at x = x^ is missing, so let us consider it to be an unknown parameter say X , which must be so determmed that the resulting estmiation satisfies the boundary conditions prescribed in the other end to some desu'cd degree of accuracy. We guess the missing initial condition and set up an iterative proceedure for converging to the correct value.
Let, A^j^and X^ be two appropriate guessed values for the missing intial Thus the boundary value problem, which can be integrated by any standard numerical method. In our present problem, v/e use Runge -Kutta method for programming simplicity.
The convergence of the iteration process described above is not guaranteed but in actual practice it is seen that when the guess values are nearer to the true value or, lies on opposite side of the true value, the convergence is very rapid. The first two guess values may taken from the physical considerstion the problem, can be assumed from the prescribed conditions, or by trial and error or by continuation.
Based on the shooting method described above an algorithm is developed to solve a third order B.V.P, which is presented below.
Algorithm :
Step 1 : Let, >v, y and X^ be two approximate values of missing initial condition.
Step 2 : -Integrate equation (4.3.1) with initial conditions (80)
Step 3 : Let, y' ( X,,^, x ^.) be the value of y at x = x,. obtained on integration,
taking X^^ as the value of missing initial condition.
•
Step 4 : Obtain next approximation from y'-y'(X•,x^ y (X,^,;x^)-y'(X^;x,,)
Step 5 : I y',.-y' {X^;x^)\<£ for a prescribed 8 then X^, is the true value of y" ( Xp) and solve the problem, otlierwise, go to step 2.
We used the above algorithm to solve the B.V.P. (4.2.23) with (4.2.2 Ic).
In our problem f", (0) is missing. We have estimated the missingu:ondition in such a way that the coditions satisfies the conditions prescribed at the other boundary to a fifth degree of accuracy.
Since, one of the boundary in our actual problem is at infinity. So, the problem become singular In applying the above algorithm to the systems (4.2.18), (4.2.16) and (4.2.22), (4.2.20c), we took the last boundary conditions in (4.2.2) as y = y. at x = x^ and necessary modification required in other steps were done accordingly.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION :
The corner flow structure induced in a porous medium by a uniformly heated vertical wall has been described. The equation governing the velocity and temperature in thermal convection in magnetohydrodynamic has been discussed by Singh and
Cowling. These equations can be reduced by trivial change of variables to Prandtl (81) equation, well known in boundary layer theory. They obtained the solution by numerical integration. We have solved the system (4.2.18) and (4.2.16) by using shooting method and the results so obtain for f^, f ^ and f"j are presented in Table ( 4.1.1). According to equation (4.2.17), the value of f ^ and g^are same for any £,. f and f' (= g^) are plotted against £, and it is observed that dimensionless temperature (or dimensionless vertical velocity) has a maxium value of 1 at £, = 0, its value decreases as ^ increases and velocity f exhibit boundary layer behaviour. The missing intial value in our computation is f"" (0) Table   ( 4.3.1) and Table ( 
